Red Canup, Anderson Sports Editor, predicts a tough
schedule for the Tiger gridiron team. It won't be a

Clemson is officially added to the list of colleges and
universities which will get federal aeronautical train-

great team until it wins games, says Canup. See sports

ing. Story on page four.
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Colonel Weeks Unanimously
Named Honorary Member Of
Clemson's Class Of 1940
Seniors Acclaim
Retired Officer
At First Meeting

Anderson Theatre
League Makes Bid
For Local Talent

Colonel Charles W. Weeks,
recently retired
Clemson
commandant, was last night
named an honorary member
\ of the Clemson class of 1940.
" At a meeting in the college
chapel the senior class unanimously voted to honor the
retired commandant.
The
vote results was greeted with
an enthusiastic ovation.
Motion
for honoring Colonel
Weeks was made in the following
form:
"Colonel Weeks was a
freshman here with us, served
well, was an inspirational leader
of three years, and was- beloved by
all of us. Colonel Weeks is a fine
soldier, and a Christian gentleman."
Following
the election, Class
President Manly Stallworth said,
"We're proud to have that gentleman as our classmate."
A committee consisting of George
McMillan, Prank Mills, and Hord
Sutbblefield was appointed to arrange a proper method of "class
membership presentation" for the
Colonel.

New Army Man
Takes Over Duty
Captain Jules V. Sims, of the
United States army, this week took
over his duties as assistant Professor of Military Science and tactics on the staff of Colonel Herbert M. Poole, Commandant.
Captain Sims will teach the
freshmen
sections of
Military
Science.
A native of Illinois, Captain Sims
has had a wide military experience. He first enlisted in the army
in 1917 while he was a student at
the University of Illinois. During
the World war he served in several capacities in this country and
has continued in the military service since the termination of the
war.
A graduate of the United States
Army Infantry School, at Columbus, Georgia, Captain Sims, besides serving at army posts in several United States possessions, has
served on the military staff of the
Kansas Agricultural and Mechanical college for four years. Captain
Sims was stationed at Port Jay,
Battery Park, New York City, when
he was assigned to the Clemson
post.
Accompaning Captain Sims here
were Mrs. Sims and his three
daughters, Georgia,
Jean and
Betty. Jean and Betty are enrolled
in the Clemson
Calhoun
high
school. Georgia is enrolled in the
5
grammar school.

HONORED—Colonel Charles W.
Weeks, retired Clemson commandant, was last night honored
by the Clemson senior class.
The men voted unanimously to
accept the Colonel as an honorary member of the Clemson
class of 1940.

Robertson Tells
Fellows Of War
Ben Robertson, Clemson author
and journalist, was the principal
speaker at the first meeting of
the Fellowship Club, local civic organization, Tuesday night.
Dr. Hugh Brown presided over
the meeting and discussed plans
for the. coming year. Professor Ben
Goodale, chairman or the health
and welfare commitee also discussea plans of the health clinic for
this year.
In addition to the operation of
the health clinic, Professor Goodale said that an effort was being
made to get Dr. S. Simons, State
Syphloygist, and his assistant, Dr.
W. D. Wilkerson, to give educa
tional lectures for the people of
the community. This program, Professor Goodale pointed out, may
tend to prevent many cases n'hich
would have to be cared for by the
clinic.

Campus Cotton Walk
Not So Soft; May
Mean New Fabric Use

A new use for cotton seems probable if the experimental use of cotton fabric in sidewalks, underway
on the campus, proves successful.
The sidewalks are built on a topsoil base. The cotton fabric to be
used is thoroughly impregnated with
asphalt, laid on the top-soil base
and
then covered with
crushed
rock.
The new sidewalks to the Field
House, Engineerings and
Textile
Buildings, Hotel, Chemistry
and
Dairy buddings and
to Dr. Sike's
residence are' the first to be constructed.
T. Henry Malone, managing ediThe project is under the supertor of the Tiger, under Harry Ash- vision of the
state highway demore in 1936-37, was recently added partment.
to the Rome, Ga„ high school faculty.
Since graduating from Clemson,
Mr. Malone has taken graduate
work at Duke University, and has
taught at the Monticello high school.
He was faculty adviser for the high
Head-shaving last week was
•chool newspaper at Monticello.
not limited entirely to freshmen.
A sophomore, a University of
South Carolina sophomore at
that, found himself the victim
This issue of the Tiger
of what was once solely a rat
is, in reality, not the
"privilege."
OFFICIAL first for the
Would-be barber Sam Jones
of Pendleton thought he would
year. It's a preliminary.
take advantage of the sheering
Things on the campus
season at
Clemson and make
aren't quite settled yet.
some easy money. When quesThe army regulations
tioned by a member of the
football team
which had the
are still in the making,
hair-cropping
monopoly
he
rooms are yet in a mixcalmly replied, "No, I don't go.
ed-up state, and our staff,
to Clemson, I go to Carolina".
like other organizations,
The result: Barber Jones got a
hair-cut and not a free one.
is gradually getting setHe had to pay thirty-five cents
tled.
the same as any other "rat."

Henry Malone To
Teach The Romans

Carolina Soph Horns
In On Tiger Fun;
Result: A Bald Head

AN INTRODUCTION

We intend, beginning
with next Friday's issue, to publish' not less
than six pages, chock
full of Clemson news,
weekly.
The staff hopes the
paper, its new and old
columns and features,
and its policy meets
with the approval of the
student body and the
outside circulation.
We invite criticisms.
—The Editors.

Anderson's Little Theater League
yesterday issued a special invitation
to Clemson students.
Ticket
Committee
Chairman
Eleanor Cathcart
said Clemson
men "will be. welcomed." "We feel
that Clemson is, in reality, an Anderson school, and we'll be glad to
have Clemson men "take part in
our plays and theater activities,"
she said.
Special season tickets for Clemson students have been priced at
$1.50. A ticket entitles the bearer
to membership in the
Anderson
Theater League and admittance to
each of the five plays to be presented by the league this year.
Miss Cathcart appointed Mitchell Simmons, Tiger feature editor, chairman of the drive
at
Clemson.
Students interested in
joining the league have been urged to contact Mr. Simmons in the
Tiger office, administaation building, after any meal.

Weeks Presents
121 Books To
Clemson Library
Colonel Charles W. Weeks, retired
Clemson commandant,
recently
presented 121
valuable
standard and popular books from
his collection to the Clemson library.
Miss Cornelia Graham, college
librarian, in describing th ecolleetion said "it is a valuable gift."
"Battles and Leaders of the Civil
War," and
John Lord's "Beacon
Lights of History" are part of this
contribution. Architects especially
will be interested to note that the
gift contains the 1907 and 1908 volumes of "The Craftsman."
There is a four-volume edition of
"The Stream of History" by Geoffrey parsons which allows for large
print and profuse illustrations.
Additional copies of "The Castiron Man" by Arthur Styron and
"My Colonel and His Lady" by
Archibald
Rutledge will
permit
these books to be placed in free
circulation as well as in the South
Carolina collection.
F. L. Paxon's "American Democracy and the World War;" "PreWar Years 1913-1917," a book commended for its moderation of judgment and clarity of style, is a part
of the gift and there is an autographed
copy of "Soldiers All "
Portraits and Sketches of the Men
of the A. E. F.
The gift also contains a set of
Hakluyt's "The Principal Navigations," "Voyages
and Traffiques"
and "Discoveries, of the "English
Nation",
and for poetry
lovers
there is "Slants" by Clifford Gessier who has had some of his works
published in "Poetry." This edition,
printed in Honolulu, has woodcut
Illustrations.
For the novel readers there is a
set of Scribner's Compact Edition
of the works of John Galsworthy.
Many of the books are of recent
publication and among
the most
discussed are Stuart Cloete's "The
Turning Wreels," a
colorful and
robust tale of the trek of the Boer
farmers to the Transvaal in 1836;
Archie Binns' "The Laurels are Cut
Down," which shows the promise
of a gifted and strongly individual
writer; and Gunnar Gunnarsson's
"The Night and the Dream," the
second volume in the author's cycle of "The Church On the Hill"
which tells simply and beautifully of
strong characters amid the - scenes
of magnificent Iceland.
The new travel book, "Away From
It All" by Cedric Belfrage, offers
any lover of good travel narrative
a trip around the world with a
young author who, though he relishes his own sophistication, writes
vividly of the things he sees.

Aull Serves On
Planning
Board
Lanham Gets Post On
Dr. G. H. Aull, head of the
Auburn U. Faculty partment
of
Agricultural

Ben T. Lanham, Jr.. former associate editor of the Tiger, was recently appointed assistant professor
of agriculture economics at Auburn
university.
At Clemson Mr. Lanham was a
member of Gamma Alpha Mu, honor
writers fraternity, and prominent in
other campus activities.
Mr. Lanham graduated in the
class of '37 in the school of agriculture. He studied in the graduate
school at Ames, Iowa, after completing work here

deeconomics and rural sociology, served
as consultant for the national resource planning board during the
month of his vacation this summer.
Dr. Aull made a report on special
research on tax problems.
Dr. Aull made a report on special
research on tax problems.
Dr. Aull also served as a member
of the staff of a special training
school for
vocational agriculture
teachers at Daytona Beach, Florida

Furman, Clemson
Agree On Prices
For Home Games

Revised Regulations
To Be Published And
Distributed In Week

Lieut. Colonel Herbert Pool,
commandant, and Cadet Brigade Commander Alex Graham
have announced that a revised
set of cadet regulations will be
issued through barracks by next
- week.
No formal announcement of
military change which will affect cadets will be made until
Clemson and
Fuman university
those regulations
are distriofficials have come to an agrement
buted, it was said.
whereby Furman students will be
A spokesman for the military
office did say, however, that
admitted to Clemson home football
rumors concerning "tightening
games for forty cents, and Clemdown" were unfounded. "The
son students will be admitted to
army intends only to enforce
Fuman games in Greenville
for
reasonable regulations," he said.
forty cents, it was announced this
week.
A special student section will be
reserved in the east stand of Sirrine stadium in Greenville for
Clemson men attending ■ Furman
games, Dr. Charles
Wyatt, • Furman's faculty
athletic manager
pointed out to Coaoh Jess Neely,
when the agreement was reached.

Two Schools Will
Charge Forty
Cents Admission

Yearbook Making
Well Under Way,
Editor Wray Says

2,206 Register
For Clemson
Courses To Date
Twenty-two
hundred and six
students had matriculated for this
semester before noon yesterday it
was announced today by G.
E.
Metz, Registrar.
This, the largest enrollment in
(jhe history of Clemson, represents
an increase of a little more than
a hundred over the same period
last year.
Of the 2206 students who have
marticulated, Mr. Metz. said that
1440 were old
students, and 766
were new students. Less than fifty
more students are expected to matriculate this semester.
Approximately 2000 students, are
living in barracks this year, compared to 1960 last' semester.
The
space in the new barracks
has
been used largely to relieve the
crowded conditions of last serr.?ster. Not more than three students
are placed in any room in the old
barracks, this year
and two are
placed in each room in the newer
units.
The enrollment of day cadets and
day students is approximately sixty more than last year. These students are living in the Y. M. C. A.,
and with campus people.
Although no
figures
are yet
available, a great majority of those
who have enrolled are South Carolina students.

To B« Distributed Earlier
Than Usual.—New Features
Incorporated. — Art Work
Acclaimed.

C. V. Wray, Editor of the
1940 Taps, Clemson yearbook, announced today that
work on the book is ahead
of schedule, and that it will
probably be ready for distribution much earlier than last
year, when it was distributed in May.
All freshmen pictures have been
made, Wray said, and pictures for
upperclassmen, faculty and organizations will be made October 3.
Most of the art and general photography have also been completed,
Wray said..
The arrangement for the book,
which will be about the same size,
as the 1939 issue, was completed
during the summer. The R. L. Bryan
company of Columbia are
the
printers this year, pictures are being made by Gaspar Ware of Atlanta, and the engravings will be
made by the Photo Processing company, also of Atlanta.
Wray said that any junior wanting to work on the staff would
be signed up today (Thursday). Any
junior is eligible. It is customary,
he said, to begin with a large junior staff, and let the men who
are not suited to the work drop out
of their own accord. The executive
staff
of the 1941 book will
be
chosen from
this year's
junior
staff.

Social Season
Opens Tonight
At Field House
Bald Heads, Hot
Music To Be Main
Dance Features

This year a series of two dances
has been arranged, the first to take
place at 9:00 p. m. The second dance
will fpllow
on the
heals of the Clemson-P. C. football
game, commencing at 8:00 p. m.
Saturday night. The Friday night
dance will end at 2:00 a. m. in the
morning, while the Saturday night
dance will come to a close at midnight.
Both dances will be
informal
and freshmen who may not have
civilian clothes in condition will
be permitted to wear their uniFollowing an age old RatDance custom, CDA President
Harry McKeown announced this
week that freshmen attending
the annual Freshmen hop tomorrow and Saturday nights will
be invited to "break" on any
girl they like without an introduction.
'The bald head wavers all
formalities," Mr. McKeown said.
forms. Since these dances are in
their honor, the "rats" of course
may have dates, and an announce
ment made this week assures fresh
men that they may have dates up
to every dance to be given this
year. Cadet's dates are to be plac
ed in the trustee house under the
supervision of chaperones.

Coilings Among
Pickens Speakers

Locals Judge At
Field Day Meet

INDORSE ACTIONS OF COLLEGE MILITARY

Seniors Vote Confidence
In College Military Men

The resolution passed was, in effect, a vote
of confidence for
Lieut. Colonel Herbert M. Pool, the
recently commandant, and Cadet
Brigade Commander Alex Graham.
Class President Manly Stallworth

said.
During the first class meeting
of the year, held last night in the
college chapel,
Cadet Colonel
Graham outlined briefly the "new
policies" which will be effective
this year and called upon the seniors to "keep the underclassmen in
line and to cooperate."
It was understood
that action
taken by the board of trustees during their summer meeting provided for a general "tightening down
and enforcement of regulations."

Once more the fall football season has rolled around.
This year finds the Clemson Eleven opening, as is
the custom, with a home
game on September 23 with
the up and coming Presbyterian College. P. C. invariably provides an interesting
game for the Tigers and
manages to unfold more than
one surprise on the wary
Cats.

Fortunate has been this organi
zation in acquiring the ■ musical
services of Paul Brigman and his
orchestra from High Point, N. C
Paul has a fine record in the field
of musical entertainment through
out the South, and already a fast
filling dance roster forecasts the
best "Rat Hop" in years.

solution of hydrochloric acid a few
seconds and then allowed to dry in
the air.
The acid is completely
volitile and no *ad tasting chemicals are left on the apples. Too, all
Professor
Ben
Goodale,
and
Professor Ben Goodale, of the
of the poison is removed.
Professor J. Paul LaMaster, of the
Dairy department announced today that the ice cream counter in
J. W. Kelly, Graduate of the dairy school staff, were judges at
the basement of the dairy build- class of 1939, recently took the po- the annual state 4-H club field day
inf will be closed more than a sition as inspector for the Daird at Newberry September 15.
month this year while repairs are Herd Inspection Association of this
The winners of the contest, acbeing made on the equipment.
companied by the assistant county
district.
The counter will be closed most
Kelly will co-operate with Pro- agent of Greenwood county, C. T.
of October and part of November,
Clyburn, brother of the pastor of
fessor
Ben Goodale and Professor the
it. was stated.
Clemson Methodist
church,
New
refrigeration rooms and J. Paul LaMaster of the Clemson will receive a trip to the California
equipment will be installed.
Dairy department.
Worlds Fair.

Clemson's senior class last
night went on record as unanimously indorsing "any action to be taken by the Clemson military staff for betterment of the corps."

Both Teams Primed
For Hot Contest;
Surprise May Come

By BARNEY MARSHALL

The C. D. A. is working on a
schedule of following
dances to
be held here at
Clemson during
the year and a later issue of the
Tiger will publish this schedule.
The cost of the
Friday night
dance wil be $1.25 and the Satur
Washing the apples
from the day night dance will cost $1.00—
Clemson orchard in
acid is the no block tickets to be sold for this
lastest trick of the Horticulture series. "Turn out rats-turn out"l
school.
•Last year Dr. J .B. Edmond, Professor
of Horticulture,
among
other things, produced sweet potatoes blooms.
The acid bath, Professor R. A
Dr. G. H. Collings of the agro
Musser, who is in charge of the nomy department shared the limeClemosn orchards, said, is to re- light with Congressman
Butler
move the sprays that must be Hare and State Senator R. G. Wiladded to keep down insects.
liams at a Pickens county cotton
Due to our temperate climate a rally last week.
heavy spray must be applied to
The meeting, sponsored by the
the trees every two weeks from Pickens Lions club, had to do with
the time the trees blossom until clarifying the existing cotton eco
the fruit is mature. It is the resi- nomic situation. Farmers and tex
dual poisons from the sprays that tile workers attended.
is removed with the acid.
The Clemson
professor's speech
The procoss,
Professor Musser
was on "South Carolina's progress
says, is simple. The fruit is allow10
ed to remain in a one percent in producing cotton.

Ice Cream Counter
Closed For Repairs

Tigers Open Season
With P. C. Footballers
Tomorrow Afternoon

A swaying
throng
of shaven
heads will usher in the Clemson so
cial season of 1939-40 tonight
in
the
college
field
house
when the Central Dance association
will sponsor its annual "Rat Hop"
The C. D. A., Clemson's
social
governing body, each year honors
the incoming class of
freshmen
with a dance which, in past years,
has been highlight in the lives of
the "rats" who have attended.

Apples Washed
Comfort Featured
Clean In Acid
In New "Hotel"
The latest addition to Clemson's
barracks plant was
made last
week when 130 rooms of the new
"Waldorf" were opened for occupancy.
The $190,000 building was completed during the latter" part of
August and is one of - the most
modern on the campus.
Instead of the usual wood ilooring, rooms in' the new barracks are
floored with asphalt tiling. Showers and lavoratories
are
tiled
throughout even to the ceilings.
The hall on the ground level extends the entire length of
the
building and is interrupted only by
fire doors. Halls on the basement,
second and third floors, however,
are broken by fire walls as is the
case in Barracks, A, 5, 6 and 7.

-^ TL

The regulations, in revised form
would be distributed shortly, it was
pointed out. Certain phases of the
rules have been disregarded by
seniors, it was said, and under the
new system they will be enforced
After a brief discussion, the senior class decided that "cooperation" would be the best bet, President Stallworth said.
"Colonel Pool and Cadet Colonel
Graham can count on this class of
1940—the best senior class Clemsoon s ever had," President ..Stallworth said.

COACH NEELY—Ready for the
whistle, which tomorrow will
hearald the opening of Clemson's
1939 football
season,
Coach Jess Neely is neither optomistic nor pessimistic. "We
might have a better team than
last year, and we might not."
He should know.

Agronomists In
Line For Civil
Service Places
Dr. Gilbeart H. Collings, profes
sor of soils in the agronomy department,
this week advised all
seniors who wish to take the Civil
Service examination for assistant
agronomist to get their application
in before September 25.
Examinations
for two position,
one for student aid and one for
assistant agronomist, will probably
be given before Chirstmas,
Dr.
Collings said.
Said Dr. Collongs. "An official of
the Soil Conservation Service made
the statement in my offioe this
week that it appeared that his service alone could for several years
take all of the Agronomy graduates
who could pass the Civil Servic/
examinations.
Twelve of the thirteen Agronomy
seniors who took the examination
last year were accepted.
10

Locals Honored
In New Text Book
"Southern Crops",
a
recently
published" school text by Dr. Paul
W. Chapman of the Georgia College of Agriculture and Roy W
Thomas, supervisor of agricultural
education in North Carolina, gives
important places to a member of
South Carolina agricultural lead
ers.
The book is dedicated to "Lead
er of Southern Agriculture", seven
of those . listed being South Caro
lina leaders. Six of these are Clem
son alumni and five are teachers
or former teachers and research
workers at Clemson.
"Southern Crops stresses strongly
the gospel of soil improvement,
crop diversification,
labor-saving
equipment, livestock farming, and
living at home, as taught by extension and research leaders.
The list of South' Carolina leaders include Dr. H. W. Barre, Clemson alumnus and former director
of the South Carolina Experiment
station; Dr. T. S. Buie, Clemson
alumnus and former agronomist at
Clemson; the late D. R. Coker,
plant breeder and agriculturist of
Har'tsville; Dr. G. 'H. Collings, a
Clemson agronomist;
Dr. I. W
Duggan, Clemson alumnus, now
director of the Alabama Experiment Station; and W. N. Henderson, Clemson alumnus and master
farmer of Greenwood.
Also cited by means of important
quotations in the book is Dr. H. P.
Cooper, Clemson alumnus and now
director of the South Carolina Experiment Station.
5

Area Beautification
Project Under Way
A program for the beautification of the old parking lot between
the first barracks and the new
barracks got under way this week
The work, which is being carried out with the coop 'ration of
the WPA, provides for the planting
of shrubbery,
grass
p'.cits, and
flowers, according to David Watson, superintendent of
buildings
and grounds.
5

Last year P. c. uncovered a very
good end in one "Red" Lawrence.
Being
only a sophomore in
'39,
Lawrence displayed a savage attack that more than once broke up
the offensive measures of Clemson's
eleven. Only after putting in the
first and more experienced team
did the Tigers manage to stop the
destructiveness of Lawrence's rushes. This year after a full season
of experience the red head will be
the man to watch.
Even with the
services of the
sorrel topped end, Clemson
will
rule an undoubted favorite to once
more sweep by
the galant Blue
Stockings, with such material as
McFadden,
Shad
Bryant,
Joe
Payne, Floyd,
Timmons, Maness
and a host of others, the Tigers
will be more than ready for their
season openers.
Clemson will bring to a razor
sharp focus the plays that they
have been running off in practice
session the past two weeks. Ground
gaining running attacks and bulletlike passing will in most likelihood
feature throughout the game. Last
year's freshmen, reserve sophomores
and letter men will plug up the
hole that riddled the line and backfield by graduation.
Pre-seasoninjuries to many first
string men and the shift of Joe
Payne to the position of blocking
back from
his regular
slots of
tackle
and guard
further
will
heighten the interest of the game
for spectators and coaches alike.
The loss of the ponderous Willis
and the signal caller, Red Pearson,
will probably be filled by Trexler
and Payne. The other two in the
backfield will be the ever popular
and flashy Banks McFadden with
the swift and fleet-footed «putti :c
turner Shad Bryant. Bryant, in case
you already do not know, was the
second best punt returner in the
country last year with an average
of 18.07 yards for every run back.
McFadden has been rated by many
coaches as the boy to watch in
Southern conference
circles this
year.
The line" will read from end to
end like this: Okurowski, end; Hall
tackle, Moore, guard, Sharpe' center, Cox. guard, Fritz or McLendon, tackle; and Carl Black finishing the other end. Such a team
backed up by an
almost equally
strong second string the prospects
for the game seem very bright. Both
teams, as in the last year's game,
will have their share of the taking apart of the Blue Stockings of
P. C.
At approximately 3:30 Saturday
the first ball of the season, as far
as Clemson and Presbyterian are
concerned, will be kicked off, and
rising to it's feet will be a crowd of
6,000 students and spectators. From
that moment on, the Clemson Tigers will be out for victories, glory,
and without doubt honor, for for
themselves.

Walker Takes
Textile Post
Professor G. B. M. Walker, who
succeeded Professor Bo Newson on
the faculty of the textile school
this summer, will teach Freshman
weaving and designing, and weaving and designing 37, it has been
announced.

By Their Words
"When
you boys get back
in
barracks, spend five minutes forgetting what I told you 'cause It
ain't so."
Owens
"You $an's forget
the physical
laws of chemistry even if your name
is Hitler."
Pollard
"You'll
be driving a
Lincoln
Zephyr
next year—or an
army
tank."
Gee
"I'm
mean
-Taylor.

to

sophomores."

"One good thing about men is
Professor G. B. Nutt, of the ag- when you get 'em out of the way
ricultural engineering department, there's plenty of room."
attended
summer school at the
University of
Virginia this sum'I've lived in hell more than you
mer.
fellows have.''
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GOOD LEADERSHIP
Cadet officers and student leaders rise
and fall, as probably do men in the outside
world, on their own merit—and initiative.
Some folks naturally have the "push"
qualities; others haven't.
There's the senior, Otis Shipman, who
registered late and was not assigned a
room in barracks. He dashed home to Brevard, built a trailer, brought it back and is
now comfortably situated.
And, if we must cite cases, one of the
best on record at Clemson is that of Manly Stallworth, last year's flash football
company first sergeant and this year's live
wire senior class president. "I didn't push,
just urged, and worked with the boys"—
that was Manly's policy last year.
It wasn't in the regulation books, but
Manly held weekly meetings separately with
the sophomores and the juniors and the
others. Everybody talked about problems,
gripes, and what not—and went away satisfied.
Result: Manly's company, despite a multitude of handicaps, was on the top, and the
men he lead were in there fighting when
a question concerning their "top sergeant"
came up.
This newspaper doesn't fear for Clemson's future so long as men like Stallworth
and Shipman keep coming.
And we'll mention j ust a few more whom
we think are worth their salt and direct
products of leadership training gotten here:
Brigade Commander Alex Graham, Blue
Key President George McMillan, Taps Editor Vic Wray, Tiger Brotherhood President
Crawford Lawton, "Y" Head Bill Wade.
Yessir, we'll match 'em with any like
group that can be produced!
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SOCIALS UNDERWAY

LETTERS-

The social activities upon the Clemson
campus are limited, due to various circumstances.
Unlike other colleges located within easy
reach of a large city, and because of military regulations, Clemson must necessarily
confine its functions to the campus.
However, from the corps has sprung up
organizations which endeavor to remedy
this situation, more easily solved elsewhere.
The Central Dance Association is Clemson's social governing body. Composed of
members of the cadet corps, and regulated
by college officials, the C- D. A. strives to
bring to the cadet corps a chance to better
itself socially.
Its business transactions and 'financial
books are open at any time to those who
might wish to examine them. Its dances
and socials give the finest in dancing and
entertainment.
Later this season dancing classes sponsored by the C. D. A. will give every Clemson student a chance, at no cost whatever,
to learn the social graces under experienced
teachers. We suggest that you make your
stay at Clemson worthwhile by attending
functions that will help you to make contacts in later life.
R. B. M.

TO AND FROM

TOM CLEMSON
(Editor's Note: Letters to and
from Tom Clemson, concerning
ANYTHING witin reason, will
be printed weeekly. All Clemson students and friends are
invited to contribute. Names
must be signed to letters before
they are printed, but they will
be withheld on request of the
contributor. Contributions must
be short and to the point (not
over 250 words) and they must
be in the Tiger office no later
than the Sunday morning before publication of the following
week's Tiger
Friday?
evening).)

There is little doubt that the most plentiful talk on the campus these days is advice to freshmen. From the highest college
offirial to the sloppiest sophomore, everyone has his peculiar way of solving every
problem of the freshmen.
Freshmen will be told—or have been told
already—how to get around anything. Even
how to make an "A" on that tough Math,
or getting away for the week-end.
And the fact is, most of the advice to
freshmen is good.
The freshman who is to get ahead, however, must do more than listen to adviceThe real test of a new student's intelligence is the ease with which he fits himself into his new itinerary.
It is not easy to answer new boy calls,
clean rooms, and pass 'a hard collegiate
course, but a lot of students will. Some
poorly, some well, and a few excellently.
The freshmen who can do all of these
things will like Clemson.
M. F- S.

—oscar says—

—oscar says—

FROM
OTHER
CAMPI

TALK
OF THE

TOWN
By GEORGE McMILLAN

STICKABILITY

—that he, Oscar, in face of the
conflict in Europe, has formed a
new company in case we should get
into the fracas, B co., B here'when
they leave, and B here when they
get back.

—that during the summer El Raneho Grande Roper learned to be
WHERE THEY ARE NOW:
the Jitterbug extraordinary. You
J. H. Mitchell, '33, is a member should have seen him the other
of the faculty at Perdue unversity. nite, it was all very free.

To THE CORPS:

SOMETHING MISSING
A number of seniors were disappointed
to find that a change in ag school schedules eliminated Dr. Bo Williams' course in
statistics this semester.
The explanation, as we understand it, is:
Dr. Bo is half experiment station employe,
half college professor. Heretofore his work
was divided evenly throughout the year
and the change was made theoritically to
enable him to devote an entire semester to
teaching and the other semester to research.
This may be for the best, but students
who know the man feel that contact with
him directly is too valuable to be sacrificed
for even four months.

Charlotte, N. C, chapter, October 6, in Charlotte.
Annual mid-year
meeting of
Clemson
Alumni
Corporation,
Wednesday evening, October 18,
during State Fair in Columbia.

As I have said before every exchange editor is an imitation of
the devils 'cause when he sees a
good thing he cuts it out. But not
so in this case. This column is not
an exchange; it is a digest
a
condensation of fifty or more college publications. The important
j things—the
unique
things—the
[amusing things read, rewritten and
passed on to you.
Not many papers have been received, for that matter not many
colleges have printed papers this
semester, but that doesn't stop the
circulation
of news.
There are
wheels within wheels etc.
I think a little elucidation on the
college boy's appetite for goldfish
would be welcome by those of you
who do not fuly reaize the gravity or significance of the antics.
Psychologists say that it was all
done as an exhibitionists trick or
to gain public acclaim. That may
be so but just how far did the
craze go? Today goldfish-eating is
oldfashioned and shows bad taste
of the eater as well as probable
discomfort to the eatee. However
here is the story, the entire story;
read it, laugh at it and let's forget it.
It all started up at Harvard. A
freshman boasted that he had once
eaten a live goldfish.
Someone
thereupon remarked that it would
be worth $10 to see the fete repeated. The frosh seized one of
the pets by the tail, gulped it well
and won his
reward. Thus the
genesis to a great movement.
A
week later a Franklin and Marshall student belittled the fete by
swallowing three. So to regain the
championship for old Harvard another lad polished off twenty-four.
But alas, it was only a matter of
a few hours
that they received
word from the University of Pennsylvania that one of their alma
mater had beaten the Previous record by one. Then the University of
Michigan became title holder with
twenty-nine. Then Boston College
with thirty and a day later Albright's football
captain gulped
thirty-three: however Northeastern's" immediately raised him three
—gulped thirty-nine. It wasn't long
after that an engineer from M. I
with

DIVE IN
Smiling faces, warm handclasps,
and shining heads
run-of-themill stuff at Clemson after so
many years, but it's great to get
back into the swim again, and
here's wishing us all the
best
school season ever.
As Dr. "Bo" Williams and Ben
Robertson agreed last night, this
should be Clemson's best year yet.

William Mitchell, '38, is attending
Last year there- was much talk Duke University where he is doing
about scheduling the Clemson-Fur- fellowship work.
man game earlier in the season.
....J. P. Littlejohn, '32, has a posiThe Tiger
and several campus tion with General Electric in Pittsorganizations
propagandized
the burgh, Pa.
idea and everybody here, including the officials agreed that it was
Sam Littlejohn, '37, is making a
for the good.
special study in Chemsitry at the
But the noise was all in vain. University of North Carolina.
The 1940 football schedule had alJohn Lagrone, *32, who has been
ready been made
and that was
assistant registrar at Clemson, has
that.
Next year's schedule, though, I been granted a year's leave of abthink, is stil in its formative stages. sence to accept a fellowship at the
University of Kentucky.
A Furman official told me last
year that he was sure that Furman
Assistant, to the Director of Exwouldn't object to that -Mange— tension work at Clemson college,
whether he spoke officially I don't T. W. Morgan, '22, is now on a
know.
year's leave of
absence taking
Wonder what can be done?
graduate work in agricultural economics at the University of WisTOM CLEMSON
consin, at Madison, Wis.
John Brailsford, regimental comGeorge McMillan,
mander in the class of *9, is farmPresident, Blue Key.
ing at Orangeburg.
DEAR GEORGE:

You probably remember the trials
and tribulations of last year's Blue
FRANKLIN HATES WAR
Key directory.
I've got my fingers crossed for
And if you're interested in the
European situation, and its rela- you boys—the corps can use that
tion to us you might glance over a directory sometime soon.
few of the editorials in the columns
TOM CLEMSON
next door.
Dr. Bo Williams,
MEET "TOM"
Ag. School.
IN-TRO-DUCE-INGGGG
the DEAR DR. BO:
one and only, the kid brother of
I understand that you'll not be
the late "Katie"
"Tom Klemteaching this semester. Your work's
son." Another new and interesting
been "solidified", I've been told.
column shines out of the TIGER
That is, you'll be busy with repages. Tom's job is reading and search entirely, the first semester,
answering letters to and from him- and your teaching will be done
self.
during the second semester.
Write to "Tom," and your signaPlease don't let your contacts
ture will appear on your printed
letter. Any letter by TIGER, staff with the boys slip during those
members
wil be signed
"Tom first four months. You'll be busy,
I know, but for gosh sakes when a
Klemson.''
fellow knocks at that Ag building
office door, or rings that Chiggor,SEE YOU THERE
ville house bell, greet him with
Brother Rat, this week-end Is that same cheery hello.
your time to shine, so we'll see you
TOM CLEMSON
at the Freshman Hop. Pity the
poor upperclassman who brings a
date.

ALUMNI CHATTER

COUNTRY COUSIN

—that he's looking for Aubrey Vincent to enroll in the night school at
the Zoo any day now that he hai
a new gravel grinder. He shoulc
be Professoress Dyson's star pupil
—oscar says—-

—that W. W. "the army man" Foster still wonders how he flunked
drill and rated a first lieut.
—oscar says—

—that Pop Eadon has this column's
nomination for Captain of B company.
—oscar says—

—that if Butch Greene can give his
ring opponents as much trouble as
he gives his profs he should be a
champ without a doubt.
—oscar says—

—that as soon as he gets over the
shock and realizes what is taking
place around here, this will be an
interesting column.
—oscar eays—

—that he, Oscar, likes the army,
likes to take commands, can march
like hell, and really would like to
go over and fight in the man's war,
but he's gun shy.
—oscar says—

—that he isn't very familiar with
the yard engines yet, and it would
be an awfully good start for one
if she would contact him this weekend and whisper what night it'll
Jack Baskin, '39, has regular be.
—oscar says—
duty as a second Lieutenant the
—that figure it anyway you like,
United States army.
but Bill Quantz will be going to
Joe Cathcart, '35, is in cotton New Orleans for more reasons than
one, or for one, more than reabusiness in Memphis, Tenn.
E. R. Patterson, '32, has a posi- son.
—oscar says—•
tion with, the Standard Oil com—that he'll be keeping an eye on
pany in Columbia.
everybody this week-end at the rub,
J. Francis Folk, '96, is connected and he warns you now that he
knows all the old places.
with a bank in Holly Hill.
....J. F. Jones, '24, is County Demonstration agent at Edgefield and
secretary of the Savannah Valley
Chapter of Clemson alumni.

—oscar says—

Al Yarborough, '35, is in Colum- —that Floyd Hunt's feet didn't get
bia where he is connected . with sore enough to demand medical
attention in Seneca's main drug
the State Highway department.
store last week-end from just riding
P. N. Calhoun, Jr., '32 secretary around and Oscar wonders what
so far from his horse.
of the New York chapter of Clem- led him off—oscar
say«—
son Alumni, is in the bonding —that Converse has started again
business on Broadway.
and that Jack Jones felt the breezes
but Caroline couldn't help it Jack
M. P. "Stump"
Black '37 star if her picture didn't get in the
tackle on tne Clemson
football paper. She gave it to them.
squad, is teaching Vocational Agri—oscar says—
culture at Orangeburg. "Stump" is —that little Emily's showing up on
secretary of the Orangeburg-Cal- the campus Monday reminded him
houn chapter of Clemson Alumni. of the first night of camp and he
remembers a lot of things more
Dr. G. F. Klugh. 'Ol, is practic- pleasant about both than will be
possible in the existing stronghold
ing medicine in Atlanta, Ga.
here.
—oscar says—
A. H. Easterby '24, is president
of the Clemson alumni chapter in —that C. D. A. prexy McKeownhas
time and again sworn off the local
Greenville.
college talent but the Converse yard
engine was piling up steam all over
Goode Bryan, 18, live-wire sec- again last week-end.
retary of the Greenville chapter, is
—oscar says—in the advertising and
novelty —that from comments he's heard
business.
Suction Col. Kolb forgot to turn
the page when he picked his "mail
Dr. W. K. Magill, '15, is practic- order" captains.
ing veterinary surgery at Chester.
—oscar says—
—that there's still a lot of mystery
as to why little Poole suddenly
DECEASED
chose Brenau but not the least
informed is Manny Lawton.
W. W. Wardlaw, '96. died at his
-—oscar says—
home at Troy during August of —that they thought no one was
this year. "Doug." as • he was call- watching but Oscar couldn't afford
ed by classmates, was one of the to miss Captain Kim and Colonel
alumni attending gthe class reunion Alex on their very first nite here
at Clemson last year.
when they teamed up with —??~-

By HARRY ACKER
It was probably the best of comNearly
300 Clemson college alumpetition that brought
the whole
thing up, and considering the oc- ni from all parts of South Carolina
casion we hesitate to shake a re- were guests of the Columbia chapprovin forefinger, but we'd like to, *fr ^of the state association at a
"put you rats in the know" about karbecus served at the home of
this Dack-country habit of boo-1 **■ R"** Hamilton on Lake Muring in chapel or any other public |"J Saturday, August 19.
Within such a short time that even this
Eentertainment included several
gathering at Clemson.
The last
year's juniors can easily notice the differtime we heard anything that sound- short talks by prominent members
1
Among
'-"'cB&T Clemson has grown by leaps and
ed like that was at the Corn Forks of the clubs represented.
those attending from Clemson colbounds. If it were not for limited quarters,
Hog-Calling Contest.
lege were Dr. D. W. Daniel, M. E.
who might say what the present size of the
Bradley, Joe Hunter,
Gus Metz,
"THERE'S A GARDEN"
student body would be?
About Clemson fellowship:
Major Barnette, Henry
Fulmer.
If
there's
one
request
that
the
As many of our friends so closely conA freshman said—"My trunk came late
Joe Berly, j. H. Woodward, Joe
new
seniors
(gold
braid
and
all)
Sherman, and the entire coaching
nected with Clemson that they are a part
and I surely was homesick and feeling bad
would like to make at the dances staaff.
of it have pointed out, the 1939-1940 sesWednesday night. Another freshman,
Officers of the Columbia chapter
sion promises to be, and should by all rights
though, came to me, asked me to spend
are Earle Graves, president; and
explained
that
he
could
have
di_,
£
*
„
a
4
n
TnWrv
Rflnri
on
be, the best year Clemson has ever known.
the night in his room, loaned me sheets
a-la 22nd
Infantry Band only. Walter Tilly, secretary.
gested many more but 42 was
his
We have an increased faculty and an inand a pillow—I'll never forget that boy. class numerals. Amazing as this Even "Robbie" stepped out on that
BI-COUNTY MEETING
creased student body. The senior class has
He's Clemson, isn't he."
might seem the record was only one.
Clemson alumni of Calhoun and
temporary as Middlesex University
an unlimited number of leaders whose caThis case is typical.
Orangeburg counties jointly entercopped the title with 67 fish in 1*
pabilities are quite unusual.
tained at a barbecue at the Ameriminutes. But remained for Clark
With the great nations of Europe at war
can Legion hut in
Orangeburg,
University to produce
the finals,
fickle man tends to forget his grievances
Thursday, August 31.
From the Columbia STATE: What some undisputed champ, Joseph DelibeThe
Routine business
and
dinner
with his own government, and the things
people know about driving an automobile rate—89 fish. What a man!
were the main
features of the
at home that displease him, and we find
would fill a book—and what don't know
Mrs. Carrie R. Goodman, Clemson postmaster, this week
A note from Swarthmore..
meeting. Attending from Clemson
ourselves saying that maybe this isn't such
about it helps to fill the morgue.
college were
J. H. Woodward, announced the following mail schedule, effective immedThese gals
on the Swarthmore
a bad place after all; we don't know what
By Bill Wade
Alumni secretary, and the coach- iately:
campus have mothered some prothe next few years may bring to us, so we'll
ing staff
George McClure and his staff deserve a digious movements. They weaned FRIDAY "WINTER CARNIVAL'
make the best of today, right here at home,
ALUMNI DANCE
INCOMING
that "These
organized "The Future Moth- Corp concensus was
commendation on their Y handbook. Its and
at school, and later, regardless of what
Additional late summer meetings
ers of America."
Formed "The Glamor Girls" was terrific, so we
the finest we've ever seen.
comes, we can have no painful regrets. We
United Scions of the Aristocracy" feel sure that "Winter Carnival" of Clemson alumni included the 8:00 A M.—All directions, all classes.
1:00 P. M.—South, first class; lower state all classes.
Now they have given birth to "The will pack them in even more. Ann j barbecue and dance sponsored by
shall not say that had we not played and
publicized the Savannah Alumni chapter at I 3:45 P. M.—North, first class.
Veterans of Futures Wars"—what Sheridan, the much
fiddled while Rome burned, our plight
We've never seen the Waldorf-Astoria, women.
oomph girl seems to have arrived Camp Long, Saturday. September |
5:30 P. M.—South, first class.
would be a better one.
in this rather second rate inter- 2.
but
it
must
be
a
wonderful
hotel
because
From Northwestern..
Students, trustees, faculty, alumni, and
5:45 P. M.—North, parcel post, first class from Greenville.
pretation of college life.
Anyhow |
folks who know are calling the newest barJ. H. Thrower is president "and
thousands of Clemson's friends are lookmost
everybody
will
be
looking
at
I remember stating in this colsecretary of the
racks by that name.
OUTGOING
from La J. F. Jones is
ing to us for what they have a right to
umn just about a year ago that the exuding Oomph
chapter, which
comprises Aiken,
Sheridan
which
is
a
good
twenty
expect—our best. We must put our energies
the students of that
university
worth
out of any
cadeti; Edgefield, McCormick counties, and 6:00 A. M.—South, first class.
Prize Senior Remark: I want my junior held a very solemn ceremony. In cents
and interests into our work and strike while
pocket.
Incidentally
Dartmouth Augusta, Ga
11:00 A. M.—North and lower state, all classes.
the middle of the campus they
privileges.
the iron is hot.
G. M. M.
:15 A. M.—Seneca and Walhalla.
planted a weeping
willow tree. seems to be the college involved in
SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS
this picture, and a new comer,
They all hope that the tree will!Ri(
2:45 P. M.—All directions, all classes.
Greensboro,
N.-.C.,
chapter,
Oct is to be
*ard Carlson is the lucky male
tober 5, in Greensboro, N. C.
7:00 P. M.—All directions, all classes.
cut down when the first of their lead involved with Miss Shendan.
Atlanta, Ga., chapter, October 12.
SATURDAY
"A
STAR
IS
BORN"
INCOMING SUNDAY
5:3 fellow students is killed in a fu- i. return engagement of a top in Atlanta.
ture war. Now during these omin8:00
A.
M—All
directions,
all classes.
ous war—tainted
days the stu- notch movie worth seeing if you
missed
it
the
first
time.
The
cur1$:00
P.
M.—South
and
lower
state, all classes.
dents pass that tree with great reescaped convict, Aherne, together
verence. They wouldn't harm a leaf rent rise and fall of the hollywood
OUTGOING
SUNDAY
with Victor McLaglen and John
•jig:: on the boughs of the melancholy- sattellites is portrayed to perfection bv jaynet Gayor. Frederick Carradine, bands together a num- 11:00 A. M.—North and lower state, all classes.
i
looking
monument.
March and a score of other box ber of ex-criminals and proceeds
to give the ousted English set;. LOBBY OPEN FROM 6 A. M. TO 9 P. M
W. C. of U. N. C.
office attractions.
MONDAY "MEN MAN IN TEE tlers back their homesteads. This
The woman's college is growing IRON MASK" Swell story with show has as much action as a suby leaps and bounds. It is not on- swell acting seems to be the usual per western
but
slightly more
ly the largest female institution but comment from all who were luckj finesse. June Lang and Paul Lucas
perhaps
the best in the country enough to see this semi-historical add up to a well balanced cast.
Twenty-four hundred coeds, twen- spectacle during the summer. The
THURSDAY "FOUR
FEATH1
I Eat At Sottile and Carter's Store
ty-four hundred cadets. Maybe we story concerns the legendery twin ERS" The English have done it
I ought to get together in Charlotte of Louis XIV, who was con-.lem- again
and produced ' another
•p; at the N. C. State game.
mened to life imprisonment as a show that you can sit
through.
CAKES,
CANDIES,
masked mystery man. Louis HayTHE TIGER WILL INCLUDE A GIFT CARD IN THE FIRST GIFT ISSUE jj d^eserts^lf maste^fter" to ward does up a fine job as twins "Four Feathers" has plenty of real
action made even more vivio by
CIGARETTES,
stl I wealth is gone. But of course co while Joan Bennett doesn't hurt some goocj
color
photography
SENT BY THE STUDENTS.
igg. eds aren't dogs.
the old French setting in the least. I High spot of
the
snow jg
the
CHEWING GUM,
Sam Garwwood, student in the The black wig she wore so becom Lancers stand against the famous
ingly
in
"Trade
Winds"
is
donned
dervishes.
The
tale
is
woven
around
„> dairying school last year and C.
FRUIT JUICES
again to make the man take off the efforts of a courageous Britthe iron mask for good.
i isher to redeem himself alter his
V
%
TUESDAY NA previews.
resignation from service. Signific|P school of Auburn University this
WEDNESDAY "CAPTAIN FURY' ence of "Four Feathers" is thj mark
^ vear.
Brian Aherne plays an early Aus- of cowardice that they symbolize
(A TIGER REPRESENTATIVE WILL SEE YOU SOON)
by his
$%
South Africa may send a rowing tralian Robin Hood who discloses when presented to him
THE COMPANY STORE OF FOOTBALL BARRACKS
adventure
?§$ cr-w t0 the 19*° Olympic games the villianous activities of a ty- closest friends. Outdoor
rannical plantation
owner.
An at it; best.
mmr. in Finland.
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THREE

Anderson Sports Writer Predicts Tough Season For Tiger Team
Must Wait To See Blue Stocking
Some Action, Says Sports Editor
Is Optimistic

Tiger Swimmers
Keep Busy In
Vacation Months

BY RED? CANUP
Sports Editor
THE ANDERSON INDEPENDENT
(Editor's Note: This is the
first in a series of giiest columns
by prominent South Carolina
sports writers.)

By ARTHUR WILLIAMS
Boo Hoo!
Perhaps that's the first weeping you've heard over
Clemson football prospects. We hope it's the last.
If the sophomores come through, believe you me,
it'll be the last. If the inexperienced don't come through,
that's a start in getting used to tears.
- Whatever happens, it isn't likely that anyone will
. complain about the backfield. When it comes to backs,
we've got 'em. Among the fellows who aren't yet famous but who probably will be are Ed Maness, Aubrey
Rion, Charlie Timmons and George Floyd. And there are
the old reliables: Banks McFadden, Shad Bryant, converted guard Joe Payne, B. D. Drexler and a couple
of others. Yep, we've got an A-l backfield on deck.
THE ENDS AIN'T BAD
There's nothing wrong with the ends either. Wister
* Jackson looks good. So does Stump Black, Joe Blalock
is outstanding among the sophomores.
Now let's move down into what is still no-man's land,
the tackle, guard and center positions. George Fritts
looks good, but he hasn't been on the firing line yet in a
varsity game. He has played great ball in practice,
though. Ray Hamer is up and coming, too. Letter man
Bill Hall is playing steadily, ,but McLendon is out with
a bum knee. He'll probably play Saturday against P. C,
though. Two good tackles are sure to be on deck, but
it's up to the sophomores as to whether or not we'll
have reserves. And, remember, a good second team is
absolutely essential in the competition the Tigers will
meet this year.
Walter Cox and Tom Moorer will probably be the
starting guards, but the question is again, who'll replace 'em.
The center position, frankly, shouldn't be particularly
weak. Red Sharp is big and capable, and should make a
really first-class pivot man. Georgetown's Joe Richardson and Stanley Lancaster will sub. Big Red Jameson
may also be substitute center, and alternate between
tackle and center positions.
IF!!
If the Tigers were meeting weaker teams, they'd
have a nice string of wins on their record. But Tulane, N. C. State, Southwestern (they'll be plenty tough)
Annapolis, George Washington, Carolina, Furman and
P. C. are tough customers in any man's country.
So now it's up to the sophomores.
GENE FLATHMANN
Big Gene Flathmann is up at Annapolis now and doing fine. He's the second stronges man ever to enter the
institution, a freshman platoon leader and will probably star on the rat football team. He won the intraural boxing against one of the country's outstanding
heavyweights. We wish we had his 240 pounds in our
line this year, but we're happy to see a home-town boy
make good at the naval academy.
THAT THAR SCRIMMAGE
A lot's been said in these parts about the disappointing of the first and second stringers in last Saturday's
60 minute scrimmage. The game was certainly marked
by brilliant playing and the team play was a little ragged, but, remember, the thermometer was hitting close
to 90, and the games weren't really terrible.
Shad Bryant'made the highlight run of the game.
He didn't get good blocking on the play and still ran
quite a few yards for the first stringers only score. We've
been watching Shad for three years now, and it still
amazes us to see him swivel-hip out of a would-be tackler's paws. The Shad is a slippery customer to handle
when he's carrying a punt back up the field or when
he's given half a chance to get loose from the scrimmage '
line.
McFadden wasn't there to get loose his booming punts
and dazzling runs, but Aubrey Rion and Ace Parker
were doing right well. Both of the boys passed nicely,
too.
George Cogswell shows marked improvement. He's
a sophomore who may develop into a good blocking
back. Roy Pearce is improving by the day and, aided
by lots more weight, he may be in the lineup by the
season's end.
SOME YOUNG PAYNES
The two youngest Payne brothers are playing for the
freshman squad now. The first of the Paynes was Oliver.
Now there's Captain Joe. Next year we should hear a lot
of brother Booty and we hope we'll hear about baby
brother Jacky. Jacky is the hardest working member of
the freshman candidates. He only weighs 145, but is
only 17 years old and if he gains poundage should be
as good as his famed brothers.
1939 graduate Monte Windham inaugurated the football season a week early bringing not one but two dates
over to see the P. C. game last week-end. He walked
up to the ticket office and tried to by tickets for the
scrimmage then in progress.
But Monte and a few thousand others will see the
1939 edition in motion for the first time next week-end
against Presbyterian. It'll be a good game, probably the
best in years. So, we'll see you Saturday.

AMERICAN SHOE SHOP
Sl.oes dyed and all other kinds of repairs. New laces with every
job.
LOCATED AT

Bodiford's Dry Cleaners

Alexander Smith Supplies
Venetian Blinds And
Furniture.

Writes Of Presbyterian's Offering In First Of Guest
Column Series.—Others To
Follow.

BY PETE MCCOBMICK
The guest columnist of a college
Associate Sports Editor
newspaper probably should paint a
THE BLUE STOCKING
rosy picture of the football team's
prospects—in this case the Clem(Editor's Note: This is the
son Tigers. It would make good
first in a series of guest colreading—for the
students and
umns written by staff memalumni, but at the same time put
bers the sports editors of the
the coaches and
players on a
college newspaper which supspot.
ports the football team schedSome people are spreading quite
uled to meet Clemson the weska bit of propaganda about this
end following the Tiger issue
1939 Clemson football machine.
in which the column appears.)
They are giving the
impression
ODDS 'N ENDS
that it is even superior to the 1938
eleven, one of the best at ClemCoach Walter A. Johnson, P. C.'s
soon in a decade, if not the best. beloved "Grand Ole Man" and dean
Left to Right—Joe Payne, Bru Trexler, Banks McFadden. Shad Bryant
This 1939 team will be no better of South Carolina Coaches is quite
Clemson
than last year's Tigers' It is very happy over the promising bunch
Fadden come through with his
doubtful if it will be as good.
of freshman huskies who reported BACKFIELD GOING WILD — above are out to do big things
The probable back field starting this year. Questions in the Tiger just recognition? Is Bru Trexler
about
a
week
before
the
opening
Those are not easy words to say,
line-up for
tomorrow's Tiger fans' minds are: Will Captain really better than Monk Willis?
especially with the. talk of an un- of school in order to get into shape
opening game with cocky little Payne fill Red Pearson's shoes? Is Shifty Shad Bryant shiftier
defeated season for the Tigers. One for the coming football wars, And
Presbyterian college takes to the Will "All American" Banks Mc- this year?
well known football magazine has they're really husky, too. There are
turf. Stars all, the four shown
forecast an undefeated season for quite a few 20O pounders gracing
| Clemson and an invitation to one the grid and they seem pretty anof the bowls. Only Tennessee and xious to taste blood, so the CaroSouthern California are on similar lina Biddies better get ready for
their punisshment....B3 Moore, P.
spots.
Clemson lost too many
varisty C.'s ace flankman is still on
men last year to turn up with an crutches and probably won't be
unbeaten club this season. One or ready for the front line trenches
urged to contact Mr. Kirchner as
Dr. F. S. Andrews, of the hortito
get into the
two men may be replaced, but not soon enough
soon as possible so as to get the cutlure staff, resumed his duties at
two or three ball carriers and two Clemson battle. But his heart will
tournaments under way. As in the Clemson this summer after being
or three linemen, too. That is, not be in the middle of the scrap....June
past, the prize for the winning on a two year leave. Dr. Andrews
Moore,
Be's
brther,
tips
the
scales
be replaced without feeling the
teams will probably be a show pass finished the required work for his
at
better
than
200
pounds
and
he
change.
degree at Cornell
in
Freddie Kirchner intramurals di- or two to each member of the Doctorate
adorns the Blue Hose backfield
It is too early to make any con- from the fullback
position. His rector of the school, has announced team beside having a lot of good June.
crete predictions about Clemson blocking and tackling will put
clean fun.
since the team still has to play its Clemson wise to the fact that P. his plans for organized intramural
first game.
Everything is guessr C. is no pushover Dick Meisky sports this coming year. Many difwork, the
rookies may
come is still the leading man in the ferent branches of sports are ofthrough in fine.style. Such men as quarterback roll and from all in- fered students that are not on reguWillis, Magee,
Pearson
and the dications he's in better snaps than
lar teams of the college.
others, not forgetting
Charlie he was last year, and that one
First and the
biggest program
Wood in the center of the line, year's varsity experience has made
may not be missed so comfortably him as wise as an old crow. To tell will be the dual swimming meets
will their shoes be filled.
But the the truth, he really looks like one.... held between the different compaodds are against it. That is why Big Ben Moye, sophomore tackle, nies of the brigade to determine the
this reporter refrains from build- has been displaying a vicious brand best company swimming team. This
ing up a championship team on of defensive ball and he'll more program has been a greatly enjoyed
feature of Mr. Kirchner's work' for
paper.
than likely see plenty of action the past few years. Only freshmen
SAYS THE RAILROAD SPIKE
It is said Clemson has a great against Clemson's mighty Tigers on swimmers will comprise the person*INONE OFTHE
team this year, but a great team September 23....Quite a few, soph- nel of the teams. The pool will
cannot be great until it has prov- omores are showing some stuff in be available for practice at any
S TORTURE TESTS
^
en itself. All of us hope the Tigers early practice and it's likely they'lll time. A final schedule has not
I WAS CRIPPLED
S*~
will be able to go through the see service later in the season. . but been drawn up as yet, but in order
FOR LIFE BY
tough schedule that includes Tu- no, not against Clemson, it'll take to speed up operations, all students
lane, * Navy 'and Wake
Forest the old heads to matchh wits with interested should see Mr. Kirchner
FERRIC CHLORIDE
among others.
That is a mighty the wily Tiger.
or one of his intramural assistants.
(ACID) SOLUTION.0
big order, especially since Clemson
Aside from swimming, volleyball,
i: mark on the
SEZ ME
ARROW clip
is pretty certain to be no better
horseshoes
Well, I'm looking forward to the fal tennis, ping-pong,
means
/ Giwanteed
than last year's club at the most annual scrap and season opener and Softball, inter-company tourna
and since Tulane
and
Wake with Jess Neely's Tigertown Tribe ments are being planned by the
for Life.
Forest are supposed to be quite a I've a lot of faith in that Blue ever busy Freddie.
SAYS THE PARKER VACUMATICbit improved. Of course,
Tulane Hose spirit and I know Clemson has
The success of these tournaments
and Wake Forest have not been the beef to form a hard wall to depends largely
upon the spirit
•/ WAS FILLED
tested, and those supposedly great break through. Be Moore won't be and cooperation of the boys", deWITH THE SAMEACID
teams still have to prove them- at his flank and that will make it clares Freddie. The intramural of'WROTE ALL DAY
selves, but they did not lose as go hard- for the Presbyterians but fice is located between the barber
heavily as Clemson when the di- there are a number of good re- shop and the swimming pool on
-AS-MILE LINE'
plomas were passed out last June. serves who can fill that post pretty the basement floor of the "Y", and
AND I'M JUST AS
Clemson has reached
big-time well. The Hose line is pretty well- it will be open to all who seek
GOOD AS EVER.'"
light,
but it information. The gymnasium and
football, which is the best news balanced, though
yet, and there is this much that seems that they make up for the the pool are always open to any
can be said about the Tigers that lack of weight in brains and fight. team or group of boys who wish to
2nd—"Bomb" Test: Parker's Diais in their favor and at the same Last year the Tiger roared over work out.
phragm filler encased in an oxygen biT*il»
With all this work planned, Fredtime is not putting Ooach Jess the Calvinists to the tune of 27-0,
FOR WEEKS, where, a single day
(against everything except loss or Intentional damage)
Neely on the spot: A Clemson vic- but the Tigers knew they had play- die still plans further to conduct
equals 6 months' normal age—to prove
We're using more than 250 college
tory over any or all opponents on ed a football game. As a matter of hikes Saturday and Sunday after1st—Filled with Acid (strong ferric its long life.
noons
to
spots
of
interest
in
and
papers to tell students of the S devas- chloride solution which ate away a railthe schedule would not be an up- fact, the Cadet met pretty stiff
3rd—"Electrocution": Every Parker
tating and devitalizing feats recently
road 'spike) instead
set. The Tigers arrived last year opposition the first half, scoring about the campus, such as: Old performed by the Parker Vacumatic to
of with ink, this in- Diaphragm proved 100% leak-proof byStone
Church,
"Y"
Cabin,
Issaexposing
it to 5,000 volts of electricity
so far as big time football goes. only one touchdown, the remaining
prove it will last for life. No other pen
credible pen wrote a
They definitely have graduated three tallies coming in the third queena, and many more favorite we know has ever faced such torture.
5-mile line with the which flashes a red light if there's even
pictorial spots.
Yet the Parker Vacumatic did it—can
acid on a revolving a pinhole leak.
from so-called "state"
football, and fourth quarters. But Coach and
One
upperclassman
and one do it any time—and come forth in perpaper-covered drum
4th—"Drip Test": Pens filled and
which is a feather in Neely's hat. Johnson has faith in the Hose and freshman from each company are fect working order.
and finished in per- hung points down for hours in frigid
No longer do Clemson alumni hide they've got the stuff to make
fect
working order. temperature, then in torrid temperature.
Clemson
fight
for
sixty
hard
minfrom their friends while the Tigers
5th—Dropped 3,000 ft. from an airare on the road tackling the best utes. Here's hoping it won't be as and experience. Newberry is too
plane to prove the lovely laminated pearl
teams in the country. Instead, the bad this year, ' although Clemson good tor Erskine and Wofford but
Pencils fo
Pens:
barrel
and cap are Non-Breakable.
alumni invite their friends to join has the superior team, but my guess the Presbyterian-Newberry game
Match:
All UK Gold Point.—
You never saw such a pen. You never
them on the trips or to listen on is that it will be an interesting will be one of the best games in
50
owned one. A sacless pen that holds far
$500 TO *J2
*3S0 TO* 500
scrap. Eh, Coach?
the state this season.
the radio.
more ink than ordinary rubber sac pens
LOOKIN' AROUND
DASS
ALL,
FOLKS
—shows the ink level at all times, hence
There is just as much interest in
Presbyterian .and Clemson have
P.
S.
My
choice
for
Southern
won't
run dry without warning, in classes
Clemson playing major teams out been reviewed above as a prelude
■VACUMATIC
or exams. So go and see it now and get
Conference champion is Wake Forof the state now as there is when
Pens
marked
with
the
Blue
Diamond
are
guaranteed
for
the
life
of
the
owner
against
it for college and for life.
to the annual season opener so est Clemson will top the S. C.
► everything except loss or intentional damage, subject only to a charge of 35c for
the Carolina and Furman games
postage, insurance and handling, provided complete pen is returned for service.
The Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wig.
roll around. The State Fair game we'll take up from there and have teams and run a hot race in the
a glance at the other state teams Southern loop.
5
is talked
in October , and the
CAROLINA....Well, this year we
Thanksgiving , game in November.
don't know exactly what to exTime was when those were the
pect from them. Coach Enright
only two games on the schedule
is a smart man and he hasn't been
that mattered.
smattering up
the papers
with
Now the big question is not "Can
high-priced publicity but you can
we beat Carolina and Furman this
count on a team as good as that of
year?" but "Can we beat Tulane,
FURMAN....Dizzy McLeod has got
Navy and Wake Forest?"
lats year, possibly a little better,
If you can aswer the last quessome good material there, as everytion I'll tell you which bowl game
one knows but vou can't tell about
the Tigers will play January 1.
this football. Furman will be a
hard team to beat.
CITADEL....A Ught, fairly fast
team, composed of slightly experienced men. Several pony backs
will give oponents trouble and a
mediocre line will be good enough
The prospects for the 1941 Clem- to beat most of the smaller teams
son swimming team have been great- on the Bulldog schedule.
ETtSKINE....Jakie Todd is scarce
ly enhanced by the appearance of
a number of brilliant freshmen on reserves and lacks weight but
swimmers from
many
different the Seceders aren't going to be
states. Pennsylvania, Connecticut. pushovers for Prebyterian,
NewNorth Carolina, as well as South berry and the smaller teams on .
Carolina, have all sent boys who their grid menu.
will be more than welcome into the
WOFFORD....The Terriers still
folds of the swimming world.
lack the man-power it takes to beat
Most outstanding are Ed Cuttino. Prebyterian and
Newberry,
but
of Sumter, S. C, who has in the Wofford can match wits and brawn
past beaten Clemson's ace dash with Erskine and weaker teams on
man, Holtzendorff, Jim Nesbitt of ttiGir c.£H*d
NEWBERRY....Billy Laval
has
Pittsburgh, Pa., an excellent diver
and swimmer,
Bill Plumber of brought the Indians out of the
Bridgeport, Conn., who also dives hole and it looks like .they're gonna
and swims in no small manner have a good season. He is hampand James Bennet, of Spartanburg, ered by a great many minor injuries but he has plenty of weight
a distance man.

Intra-Mural Pro3ram Arranged
Kirshner Directs
Extensive Program
Centered At YMCA

Even a Railroad Spike can't "take if
like this Jewel of a Parker Pen

GUARANTEED for LIFE

arKer

WE HAVE

Swimming Team
Outlook Good

RA

OS

At Very Reasonable Prices
Also, Shaeffer and Parrker Pens. Your Name
In Gold At No ExtraCost For All Pens Over
$1.50.

.
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L C. MARTIN DRUG COMPANY

R.FRETWELL AND SONS
118-122 W. Whitner St.

The summer activities of the
Southern
Conference
Swimmers
of Clemson have been far from
idle. Determined
to retain the
crown they won last year, the
Champions have
been
entering
various
meets
throughout
the
South and have been more than
holding their own with the stifl
competition of Club and College
swimmers.
Hoby Holtzendorff, as was his
habit during the swimming season, starred in all the meets he
entered. Hoby managed, by diligent practice and heady swimming, to beat his University of
Georgia nemisis, Bill Walters, not
only in the 50 yard dash but In
the 100 yard dash although nosed
out by Youngblood of Florida, in
the 13 Annual Mid-Atlantic Swimming Championship held at Willamette Pool, Charlotte, N. C.
John McKnight,
ace
breaststroker for Clemson the past two
years, won his specialty in the
meet held at Fort McClellan, Anniston, Ala. McKnight and his
smaller brother, Ben, promise to
turn in the best performances of
their career this coming year for
the Clemson Natators, John is the
Senior Co-Captain for the 1940
team.
Bill Awtrey, a diver, practiced
most of the latter part of the summer under the tutelage of a former
Olympic diver. Bill showed excellent possibilities of a top flight
diver in the circles of Southern
Conference swimmers.

P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

Anderson, S. C.
r /4+44***********+****+****++*+++*+<'
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ClemsorTs Bid For Civil Air Reserve Unit Accepted In Washington
Number Of Men
For Training
Not Yet Named
Will Use Anderson
Port For Practical
Flight Instruction
Celmson was this week officially added to the list of
colleges and universities at
which the Civil Aeronautics
authority will train civil airplane pilots."
Although the number of
men who will be allowed to
take the course at Clemson
has not been learned, it is
understood that the training
will enable those who pass
the course to get their private pilot's license.
The training plan requires a 72
hour ground school course and a
controlled-instruetion flying course
of a minimum of 35 and a maximum of fifty hours in the air.
Dr. S. B. Eaiie.
Dean of the
School of Engineering, and Dr.
Fred H. H. Calhoun, Dean of the
School of Chemistry, will teach the
ground study. The air training will
be given at the Anderson Airport.
The committee
which has been
established at Clemson for
the
regulation of the course includes,
besides Dr. Calhoun and Dr. Earle,
G. E. Metz, Registrar.
Clemson
was included
among
forty additional school that were
added to the 220 schools
which
were earlier announced for participation in the program. It is expected that more than 300 schools
will be included in the final program.
Furman University, The Citadel,
and the college of Charleston are
among the other South Carolina
colleges which will participate in
the training program.
10

McClure Invites New
Boys To PSA Meets
By GEORGE McCLURE
PSA President
The Presbyterian Student Association welcomes the old boys back
again, <uiu the new boys to its
fellowship. These are days when a
fellow has to learn to stand on his
own feet. In the world of, affairs,
"It's everybody for himself." In our
religious thinking, too, we have to
know whereof we believe. The idea
of a "proxy" does not work in Christian living. What has been taught
us in our boyhood, we must now
make our own. The P. S. A. seeks
to develop individual student thinking and expression along religious
lines. The meetings are not held
just to pass away an hour. They
are planned to help each one in the
serious business of living.
Each Wednesday evening, right
.after supper, the P. S. A. meets in
the Club Room of the Presbyterian
Church. You are most cordially invited.
Dr. Crouch's subject for the morning service next Sunday, September
24th, at the Presbyterian Church
will be "Civilization at the Cross
Roads Again." Nations are travelling at a terrific rate these days.
Traffic signals are not heeded. We
are on our way, sure enough, but
where are we going? As individuals
we may not be able to determine
the destiny of nations, but we are
responsible for our own eternal
destiny. A warm welcome is extended to you to attend this serhas the freshman class and Dr.
vice. Don't forget the
Church
School at 10:30. Mr. Holtzendorff
Crouch the upper classmen.
8
Dr. B. o- Williams, of the department
of
agricultural economics and rural sociology, served
this summer
on the
faculty of
Louisinna State University at Baton Rouge.
After finishing his work at L. S.
U., Dr. Williams taught a special
two weeks course for teachers at
Greenwood. More than a hundred
teachers ffrom sixteen South Carolina counties attended Dr. William's lectures.
10

CLEMSON MEN ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME AT

PETE'S LUNCH ROOM
14 Pendleton St.

Greenville, S. C.

HEYWARD MAH0N CO.
GREENVILLE
South Carolina's Leading Store
For Men And Young Men
'Clemson Headquarters In Greenville'

Clemson Awarded BLUE KEY DIRECTORY TO
BE OUT IN RECORD TIME
Pershing Rifle
Unit Headquarters
Fourth Regiment
Be Centered
Around Campus
Headquarters for the fourth regimjnt of Pershing Rifles, national
military fraternity, were established at ClemsonMby the national assembly of the fraternity in St.
Louis, this summer.
DeWitt J. Ross, First Sergeant of
the Clemson Company who att:nded the asembly was elected Lieutenant Colonel of the
regiment.
Ross, who is Master Sergeant of
the Clemson Brigade, is a Junior in
the Textile School. The local company was organized last year.
Other Clemson men who were
selected to the regimental staff are
P. L. Holley, Adjutant, and S. H.
Anthony, Staff Sergeant. Holley is
a junior Agricultural student, and
Anthony is a sophomore
in the
Chemistry school.
There ara 29 companies of Pershing Rifles in the United States,
Ross said. Besides
Clemson, the
University of Tennessee
and the
University of Alabama are in the
fourth regiment.
Ross said that most of the time
at the National assembly was taken up with discussions of plans for
enlarging the fraternity.
Several
new companies are expected to be
organized in R. O. T. C. colleges
throughout the country this year.
In a statement today, Ross expressed the appreciation of the local company for the help which
George M. McMillan, Dr. Sikes, and
A. D. Graham gave in establishing
the fourth regiment headquarters
here. "We deeply appreciate the
splendid letters which were written
to the national assembly while the
question was being considered," Ross
said, "and we are sure that These
letters were greatly responsible for
the final decision that the headquarters should be established at
Clemson.
Dr. W. T. Ferrier
attended a
special session of the American Institute of ««-operati6n at the University of Chicago Aug. 7-11.
Dr.
Ferrier was the only representative from this state. Among the 700
who were present were Secretary of
Agriculture Wallace, Chester Davis
of the Federal Reserve Board, and
the leaders of the consumers and
producers co-operation.
Joe Kinard has accepted a position with the Federal Bureau of
Agricultural Economics in Atlan-

DOUBLE
COLA

The Blue Key directory, listing
room numbers, organizations and
other information about Clemson
students, will be distributed before
Thanksgiving,
President
George
McMillan, of Blue Key, announced
this week.
Unprecidented shake-ups, room
rearrangements, and other obstacles delayed distribution of the directory last year,. it was pointed
out.
The directory is - an annual Blue
Key project.

Barracks Full,
Man Builds A
Home On Wheels

Desk blotters
containing vital
information to Clemson students,
and the football schedule, will be
distributed by Blue Key next week,
Mr. McMillan said.
Other proposed Blue Key undertakings for the year were discuss*ed at the first meeting, held in
the Blue Key rooms
WednesdayBy MITCHELL SIMMONS
night.
"We intend to
co-operate with
Senior otis H.
Shipman is one
the authorities and promote any- man who means business when he
thing that's for Clemson's good," says "I want an education."
President McMillan said after the
Something happened, Mr. Shipman didn't send , his
registration
meeting.
card in on time, and he was given
no room in barracks.
To Dr. Sikes went the senior with
the tale of woe. The Tiger president ' listened
attentatively, discussed the matter, and that night
the student was was en route for
Brevard, his home—to build for
himself a "room."
Result :Mr.
Shipman is Clemson's first trailer resident.
announced today that British warBuilding the job was not the onships have been ordered to sink Nazi ly problem', says Shipman. He had
submarines.
to get it to Clemson. He could have
"Go to it boys," he said unoffi- towed it down with a passenger
cially to a group of navy men here, car, but to do that, it would have
"If you win this war real quick, been necessary
to buy a license
I'll give you all a free ticket to for $30.00.
The law says noththe Army-Navy game in Decem- ing about contraptions drawn with
ber."
a farm tractor, however, so ShipKing George has been around
man attached his house to the F20
and the Queen's smile is as pretty
farm tractor Saturday, and with a
as ever even though she has been
worried green over Lord Duck- helper to carry the machine back,
worth's illness. He had an appendec- headed for Clemson—a distance of
sixty miles.
tomy.
"The tractor would do about fifReports are that over 200,000 men
have been killed in Poland to date. teen miles an hour," Shipman said,
"and with good luck I'should have
gotten here about dark Saturday
By MOLY MOLITOVSKY
night.
Luck
was not so
good,
(Tiger Foreign Correspondent)
Moscow, Sept. 21—Workers are though, and we had a flat tire on
still at work in this workers' capi- the trailer about five o'clock. It'
was very hard to fix. I pulled over
tal despite all the war talk.
The ministry of propaganda and to the side of the road and went
general information told me that to bed in the house. It was easier
small radio sets which can be hook- to fix Sunday."
Everybody along the
highway,
ed to the ear like an earring will
Shipman said,
be distributed throughout the land and at Clemson,
Gypsies were
immediately so that workers may thought that the
know the news "when it happens" coming.
and still produce their productions."
Despite it all, Shipman got to
And we're giving them the news on Clemson Sunday morning. Before
time and right this time," one of noon he had the house set down on
the Russian press agents said.
rocks—ready to receive guests. AdMeanwhile ear doctors are rub- dress: "Behind the laundry."
bing their hands together and soldiers returned from the Chinese nouncing people's names here. I
front are talking about "those cute wish that I had studied Russian
at Clemson. Does Dr. Rhyne offer
little Japs."
I'm having a hard time pro- that course now?

Trailer Resident
Reported Well
And Comfortable

TIGER CORRESPONDENTS
WRITE OF RAGING WARS
WHICH "AIN'T SO HOT"
Editor's Note: Clemson students will be given an authentic, first hand account of developments in the overseas war
by a competent staff of foreign
correspondents who are well
equipped with gas masks, eyes
and typewriters.)
By JOSEPH SCHMIDT
(Tiger Foreign Correspondent)
Berlin, Sept. 21—Things are pretty quiet here.
Some people have been talking
about making a week-end excursion
to Poland to see what's up. There's
a rumor out that some of our
soldiers have been over there fighting and a man whispered to me
that Mr. Hitler signed an agreement with Mr. Stalin, the man in
Russia, not to thumb noses for a
while or to trade Italy for Bohemia
or something like that.
I had a date with a girl named
Hilda yesterday. She's the daughter of a corporal in Hitler's mob;
but really, there ain't no telling
where her father'll end up. "Look
at the Furor," she says.
By FIFI DURANT
(Tiger Foreign Correspondent)
Paris, Sept. 21—We had an air
raid last night, but nothing exciting
happened. One fellow broke an
ankle dashing down those shelter
steps and a lady fainted. It was
pretty hot.
The war office here issues official
communiques all the time. You
people're paying me to give straight
dope though, so, aside from telling
you that France sunk a submarine
(they think it was German), I'll
disregard the propaganda.
Some of our planes are planning
a joint raid on Berlin for next
week. Whether they'll drop words
or bombs hasn't been disclosed yet.
I saw a Nazi spy today. He looked just like that man in the pictures.
By GEORGE JONES
(Tiger Foreign Correspondent)
London, Sept. 21 — Winston
Churchill, head of the Admiralty,

Anderson, S. C.

JUDGE KELLER
46 YEARS AT CLEBMON

Good Merchandise At Low Prices
Shoes, Raincoats, Handbags and a complete line of
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

Get in the habit of keeping your
clothes neat.

BODIFORD'S DRY CLEANERS
Always Does Excellent Work
Stop in any time and get a FREE
Shoe Shine

COLLEGE VIEW INN
'Where The Tigers Meet To Eat And
Drink"
Lunches and Dinners For—

25c9 35c, and 50c
Stop In For A Snack At Any Time

Greenville. S. C.

WHEN YOU WANT THE BEST AT A
PRICE THAT YOU CAN AFFORD
—go to—i

SULLIVAN HARDWARE
N. Main Street

Greenville, S. C.

You May Be Assured That You
Will Always Get The Best

SULLIVAN
HARDWARE CO,
Anderson, S. C.
Clemson Students, We Welcome Youl

SEE H0KE SLOAN
For men's wear of the better class.

STOP AT THE MAYFAIR GRILL

.In the Busy
- 200 Block

After the Football Game for
A Delicious Meal

Also
Double Orange
Brandy-wine

am&Mm

Double Grape

DRINK

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.

108 N. Main Street

Florsheim, Crosby Square and Jarman

"You'll find wealth of
snap
in our
collection of suits for fall
Drop in and look them
over."

Ginger Ale

The Pause That Refreshes

Complete Outfitters To Men,
Young Men, and Students.

gtyle and

ALFRED T. SMITH
GREENVILLE

Cordially Invites All Clemson Men

Best Shoes in Town . . .

ALFRED T. SMITH Says . . .

3-Button Drapes

STONE BROS.

Arrow Shirts, Interwoven Socks, Botany Ties

For $25
>ugh Tweeds
Cheviots

Dr.
M. J. Peterson has
been, J. N. Todd, M. A. Rice, and Dr.
named to succeed Dr. J. L. Fulmer U D Maclachlan this summer reas assistant^ agricultural economist
posttioons on the facfor the south Carolina experiment s
^
station.
'u% of the agricultural school.

GEORGE WILLIS, MANAGER
OF THE MAYO CLOTHING
STORES HAS THIS
TO SAY:
Smugness and coplacenoy have
been outlawed for all except the
long haired specimens most prevalent in Greenwich Village. If you
are one of the deminishing few
who are basking in the thought
that, in the purchase of clothes,
one has to pay $35. to get the style
and quality that will keep you on
the upper strata of society, you are
laboring under the theory that was
exploded on Feb., 22nd, 1933.
On the above date Mayos O. P.
O. Store opened in Greenville and
after seven years of constant improvement, you can now buy style
before many high priced lines are
showing; you get 100%
all wool
fabrics of both the hard finished
kind and
the rough
finished
tweeds; you will get tailoring that
will challenge an expert; you will
have the opportunity to select from
the largest clothing stock in the
state; you will find the fit superior
to many expensive
lines;
and
you can streamline your wardrobe
to the ideal balance:—3 suits, 1
tuxedo, and 1 Top-coat (zipper
lining
makes overcoat) for about
the same investment that one
suit and topcoat would cost on the
theory that quality clothes cannot
be
purchased
under $30. to $35
each..
To help yourself examine the O.
P. O. economy theory, why not call
by Mayos, look over the quality
woolens, the beautiful new shades,
lifetime lining, and
unbreakable
fronts, then ask to see the list of
Doctors, Lawyers,
Preaches and
other professional and business
men of note who have purchased
and continue to purchase $15 O. P.
O. Clothes, not because of the lowprice alone; but because they exercise the same judgement in purchasing clothes that they used in
climbing to their present height in
their business and
professional
world.
Your visit to Mayos O. P. O.
Store will be welcome and your
examination of stock or purchases
will be assisted only by
friendly
and experienced clothing salesmen.
ADVERTISEMENT)

At the Aquacade,
Show-Hit of the New York World's Fair,
Chesterfield has the call
You see more Chesterfield smokers
every place you go. That's because
Chesterfield's Right Combination of
the best home-grown and aromatic
Turkish tobaccos is the only combination that gives them a cigarette of real
mildness with a different and better
taste and a more pleasing aroma.
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